Wanna buy a Feejee Mermaid?
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I have forgotten my username /ID number, what do I do?
I have forgotten my password, what do I do?
- INTRODUCTION -

ISSUE
LUCKY 13

How SUPER!

So, the Olympics are ready to go.
The Euro is about to dive again.
Care homes are 'failing vulnerable'
and the Welfare State is causing trouble again.

* Buy your tickets on the black market...
your country NEEDS you
EAT FOR ENGLAND
NEW JOBS

JOB CREATION PROGRAM

minimum wages apply...

I count unemployed folk

I put your paperwork into an A-Z filing cabinet

I take the filing cabinet to the tip and stick it in landfill

"Creating a sustainable future"

we don't just give this layout for cash...

INVESTOR IN PEOPLE
WE'VE ALL BEEN THERE

Couldn't ESCAPE in time...

I HATE U
I HATE U
I HATE U
I HATE U
I HATE U
HA...

HELLO
HAVEN'T SEEN U FOR AGES
MUST DO LUNCH
Today did NOT go WELL

I don't TRUST YOU

don't T.H.I.N.K I Could THROW You EAR
NEW-ISH
TANGIBLE REALITY PRODUCTS

Smells a bit like Poo
- Dr. Samuel Johnson

Personal SPACE

APPLY LIBERALLY ALL OVER
REALLY THICK

keeps the dick-heads away from you

* made from assorted poo
Oh no! I've forgotten my pencil-case. I only have this biro. I don't like drawing with it.

Where did I leave my lovely fountain pen with a fine nib?
Easy Grammar Tips: How to Use There, Their and They're

Use their to indicate possession.
"Their office computers were removed, with no explanation"

Also use there with the verb BE to indicate the existence of something, or to mention something for the first time.
"I see there is a redundancy letter on your desk"
"The Job Centre is over there"

Remember that they're is a contraction of the words they and are.
"They're clearly going to fire-your-ass"
"BLUE INSPIRES HIM ENORMOUSLY"

Not a Devil or a Rabbit

She said for six years she lived among the Yeti and they would bring her anything she wanted.

Guest Artist: Margaret Huber
Guest Artist: Margaret Huber
- ADVERTISEMENT -

Dullard 2000

machine to cancel-out bad ideas before they make you anxious

ACTUAL SIZE

* can be worn internally
Hey you really look shite wear much more make up cheaper than surgery.

For foundation thicker than you

New shades

* White Emulsion
* Mahogany
* Jacobian Dark Oak
* Elastoplast (fabric)

* May cause poisoning
You ALWAYS take HIS side

Because I PREFER
him to YOU

DICK HEAD
ha ha!

Stupid rubber shoes
ALERT
SUPERCILIous TWAT
ALERT

PROXIMITY WARNING ALARM

SET PROXIMITY LEVELS
I AM NOT PEDANTIC

This would suggest I am characterized by a narrow, ostentatious concern for formal rules, in a stodgy way. BUT NO.

I just like to display my useless knowledge of minute and petty details... all the time & I like correcting your emails.
MUST-HAVE

OBEYENCE WORM
implant

BE HAPPY

EASY-FIT*

*complicated removal
associated side-effects
depth & rash

yes

yes

certainly
Hey you!

What have you been doing all year?
- ADVERTISEMENT -

**LOOK**

you are being UPGRADED

**JUST think**

**A BETTER YOU**

**DO YOU WANT**

*PUC*

Personal upgrade System

**Sign me up...**

**BRILLIANT!**

**Do me Now!**

---

***THE SMALLPRINT:***

In order to qualify for this **UPGRADE**
you must be **DEAD**, then we get you
S.T.U.F.F.E.D and add animatronics.
you sit still and say harmless phrases.
**NO ONE WILL** complain.
British 'blame culture' has put City in this dire situation

Stop blaming blame culture
Guest Artist: Margaret Huber

www.margarethuber.com
www.dayreturntobrighton.co.uk
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